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SUMMARY

Experiments, mainly in a 90 em x 90 em wind tunnel, on the movement of hot

gas and smoke, show that a certain minimum air velocity is necessary to prevent

the smoke flowing back, upstream, in a passage.
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where U is in em!s

and, W is the area of wood per unit width in em.
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THE MOVEMENT OF SMORE IN HORIZONTAL PASSAGES AGAINST AN AIR FLOW

by

P. H. Thomas

INTRODUCTION

If smoke and hot gases escape from a fire into a horizontal duct through

which there is a bulk flow of air, the sm.oke and hot gases flow mainly

downstream but some can flow upstream. This flow usually travels as a layer

flowing above and against the main downwind stream and only disappears when the

velocity of the air stream exceeds a certain critical value1
• This paper

describes the experiments and the method of calculating the critical velocity"

THEORETICAL

Consider a duct in which there is a fire or into which hot gases enter at

the point P, rise and flow downstream, mixed with cold air which flows in the

passage (Fig. 1).
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Let A be. the croas section of the passage

.11. its heighit

R the mass flow of hot gases

~ the mean temperature rise downstream

I
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Fig. 1

land c the density and specific heat of the downstream gases

U the upwind velocity of the air

T its absolute temperature

and. g the acceleration due to gravity



the flow pattern depends on the ratio

_______,_... _ ~~ ~..., ....~"'vv v.n/H a.' t;u.J. J.lClen't.LY rar downstream for the temperature

to be uniform across the section. The only forces in the fluid are buoyancy, the

viscous and the Reynolds stresses due to turbulent mixing. If we neglect

molecular diffusion and viscosity and, in the ideal case, heat loss and friction

at the walls, the flow pattern can only be a function of the ratio of buoyancy

and inertial forces- the latter being assumed proportional to /'6 U 2-

g Q d,
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The critical conditionoi' no back flow must correspond to a transition between

one type and another type of flow pattern
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where U denotes the critiqal value.
o

Since the buoyancy head is G d and the velocity head is U
2/ g one might

expect from a consideration of theTequilibriurn at X, between the stagnation

pressure head and the buoyancy head that these will be of the same order of

magnitude at the criticalconditiona

is the heat release per unit width of passage.

Reconsider only small values of Q/T

Then ~

and from equations (1) and (2) we have Uc

where Q:.tI c= Q. 1)
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The constant "k" is expected to be of order unity but will vary with the

position and size of fire i:11 the passage. To derive it requires a detailed)
2

argument of the flow dynami.cs as for example described by Bakke and Leach who

d.iscussed the related problem of the flow of methane layers in nine :r'oadways.

We have from the above

and for
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If we have

then

where c

and

R

~AU

= the

R
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= Q. = (OTQ ). i-e/b AU C T6

calorific. value of the fuel which is of order 4000 cal/gm

so that in most p:raetieal conditions the approximations are satisfied.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiments were made in a wind tunnel go em square. All but two of the

data in the main series of experiments were obtained by burning methyl alcohol in

1 ~ 2 or 3 narrow troughs (1 em wide) across the floor of the tunnel 150 em from

the entrance to the wind tunnel. The other experiments were made with an

electric heater, the wires being kept at a low temperature to minimize r~diation,

loss as opposed to convective loss. Thermocouples could be moved into various

positions upwind and downwind of the burner.

The alcohol fires did not burn at a uniform rate although for each fire

there was a. middle period when burning was steady as judged by a thermocouple

reading. The rate of heat output at any time was estimated by

Q =

where' y was the deflection of the temperatll:re r-ecordaz-, e is the calorific

va.Lue of methyl alcohol taken as 5,365 oal/g and m, the mass of al.cohul burnt ..

The integral was taken over the whole burning period of the fire ..

This method is based on the linearity of the recorder with temperature and.

the approximation that the spatial pattern of the temperature distribution is
#

constant throughout the bnrning.. Errors in Q. are not of great importance

since the critical veLocfty depends in theory only on ({(XI: .,
An experiment consisted of burning the alcohol and releasing a small puff

of ammcnfum, chlorid.e smoke in the upper part of the month of the wind tunnel.

Smoke 'was observed to move back or not during the burning. In most runs the

deod.sf.on was simple. In the few where there was some doubt? either because

the backing was momentary only or because the backi.ng, if it occurred, was

only a short distance = 150 em between the burner and the opening o£ the

tunnel - the result was omitted, and decisive observations at a lower and higher

wind speed recorded.



In all cases the maximlUll steady value of Q was used o The velocities of

the i:r:tflo'w were obtained from a commercial hot wire recording anemometer" It

was not always easy to record a steady velocity especially at low velocity

< 1- m/so The velocities present before burning sometimes changed during the

burrrtng and mean velocities durttng the period of steady burning were taken..

These are unlikely to be more than ! 20% in error. For the higher velocities

? ~. m/s the variati on was much lesa"

A few experiments at low heat outputs were madewith aneleetric heater from an

A.C. supply and the heat output taken from the reccrdf.ng voltmeter and ammetez-,

Results obtained with a 330m 'Wide tuD11telby Thomas~ McGuire and Cheshire1 also

usi:ng an electrio heaber-, and awattmeterj) are LnoIuded,

The results are shown in Fig. 2" In addition an observation derived from

a large scale fire test in a disused railway tunne13 is shown. Here the main

purpose of the experiment was concerned with other aspects of the fire and the

observation that there w'aS livery slight but negligible smoke backi.ng" was almost

Lnci.denta.L 'l'he heatoutpllt was esti.ma·ted from the upwind. temperatu:re profile

and anemometer recorrd.SlJif thewi.:ud blowing through the tunnel"

DISCUSSION;

The experimental method was relatively crude but the short term investigation
..1.

appears to conf'Lrm the dependance of U on Q,3 and the accuracy of the

correlation is more than su.fficie:n:t; for practical purposes.

It is seen that the :full scale tunnel result~ which from the description

the smokebackingw'as somewhere near the critical conddt.i.cn, is consistent with

the laboratory data and rNith a val.ue of' k about unitYo T.his may well be

pei:ruliar f:i.res on the fl©orof passages and ducts. When hot smol,c~ enters a

passage at high level the downwind mi:.dng may be less and k :may be d.Lf'f'ererrt 0

Bakke and. Leach if 13 experiments were for such a viftop i:n,ject:iolJ.1i and they deduced. a

value k of abou:t 2.5 by extrapolaHng data for inclined ducts. There are

some difficnJ.1tles this extrapolation so it is not quite clear how the

d'l f'f'erence in the k' a ard.sea, but the form of the relatio:n.ship between U and
( t

C/t.~T) is the same and future work is done the va.lue of k must not be

applie1J. geometries differi:rlg f:rom the experimental one 0

= 4 =.



If the heat source is distributed or heat leaks into a passage from some other

space, one cannot expect the correlation to apply in the same wayo Consider

Figo 2.
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Fig. 3.

If gases are being extracted from a large area into which air is induced along

the entry passage, there will be substantial heat loss into the roof, and the

temperature distributions near the join of the passage to the large compartment

will not correspond to the mean value of Q/u;eA c

One would then over~estimate the tendency of the smoke to back up the passage.

If there are deep beams or screens extending down from the ceiling as in Fig. 4
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the higher velocity immediately under the beam will reduce the tendency for

smoke banking 0

For such situations we can take

or putting g .~. 981 em/52
, ~b ~

and ~ - 3000KQ
e

u ~ 22-(f/)t
1]:: ~-.....

h U " r.n m/ d "/" ].. ,-1were· 1,8.... t~ s , an "" 1S a.n ca. em sc



If we take wood of density 30 lb/cub ft as burning at 1./40 in. per min

with a calorific value of 4000 gallgm we have

0.' W
1 2.54 30 4000= x -- x x x
40 60 62 ..5

'" 2W
"

where W in em is the area of wood surface per unit width of passage and hence

~ J...
U ~ 30 W3

o

We have arrived at the point where, if we know the leakage into the passage,

we can decide whether smoke travels upstream or not? though we have no quantitative

guide as to how much flows upstream, except it will be greater the smaller U/U
o

is compared with uni.ty,

If the passage is "pressurized" there may be no leakage. Indeed, the

mechanism of pressurization is to create high velocities in the small gaps around

the door and so prevent "backflowJi through them. However, any leakage that does

take place- due to any drop Ln pressure consequent on opening doors in the

passage- will behave in the passage in a way which is independent of the

pressurization"

A room of area 4 m x 4 m may, with combustible furniture and a carpet in it,

contain of order 30 sq nn of burnable surface - so that if the door is fully open

the value of U in a passage 2 m wide will be of order 3-4 m/s , Such an
e

estimate is rather rough and ready but it is indicative of the kind of velocities

required to prevent backf'Low from a fully developed fire. If the velocity is

1 m/s , baekflow will commence when the fire is about i sq m,
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